This is an invention that concerns the construction of three-dimensional logic toys, which have the shape of a normal solid, substantially cubic in shape, and \( N \) number of layers in each direction of the three-dimensional rectangular Cartesian coordinate system, said layers consisting of smaller separate pieces. Their sides that form part of the solid's external surface are substantially cubic. The said pieces can rotate in layers around the three-dimensional axes of the coordinates; their visible rectangular surfaces can be colored or they can bare shapes, letters or numbers. The construction is based on the configuration of the internal surfaces of the separate pieces using planar, spherical and mainly right conical surfaces, coaxial to the semi-axis of the coordinates, the number of which is \( \kappa \) per semi-axis. The advantage of this construction is that by the use of these \( \kappa \) conical surfaces per semi-axis, two solids arise each time; the first has an even \( (N=2\kappa) \) number of layers per direction visible to the user, whereas the second has the next odd \( (N=2\kappa+1) \) number of visible layers per direction. As a result, by using a unified method and way of construction, for the values of \( \kappa \) from 1 to 5, we can produce in total eleven logic toys whose shape is a normal geometric solid, substantially cubic in shape. These solids are the Cubic Logic Toys No N, where \( N \) can take values from \( N=2 \) to \( N=11 \). The invention became possible after we have solved the problem of connecting the corner piece with the interior of the cube, so that it can be self-contained, can rotate unobstructed around the axes of the three-dimensional rectangular Cartesian coordinate system and, at the same time, can be protected from being dismantled. This invention is unified and its advantage is that, with a new different internal configuration, we can construct—apart from the already known cubes 2\( \times \)2\( \times \)2, 3\( \times \)3\( \times \)3, 4\( \times \)4\( \times \)4, 5\( \times \)5\( \times \)5 which have already been constructed in many different ways and by different people—the next cubes from \( N=6 \) up to \( N=11 \). Finally, the most important advantage is that it eliminates the operational disadvantages that the already existing cubes have, except for the Rubik cube, i.e. 3\( \times \)3\( \times \)3.
CUBIC LOGIC TOY

[0001] This invention refers to the manufacturing of three-dimensional logic toys, which have the form of a normal geometric solid, substantially cubic, which has N layers per each direction of the three-dimensional rectangular Cartesian coordinate system, the centre of which coincides with the geometric centre of the solid. The layers consist of a number of smaller pieces, which in layers can rotate around the axes of the three-dimensional rectangular Cartesian coordinate system.

[0002] Such logic toys either cubic or of other shape are famous worldwide, the most famous being the Rubik cube, which is considered to be the best toy of the last two centuries. This cube has three layers per each direction of the three-dimensional rectangular Cartesian coordinate system and it could otherwise be named as 3x3x3 cube, or even better as cube No 3, having on each face 9 planar square surfaces, each one coloured with one of the six basic colours, that is in total 6x9x54 coloured planar square surfaces, and for solving this game the user should rotate the layers of the cube, so that, finally, each face of the cube has the same colour.

[0003] From what we know up to now, except for the classic Rubik cube, that is the cube No 3, the 2x2x2 cube with two layers per direction, (or otherwise called cube No 2), the 4x4x4 cube with four layers per direction, (or otherwise called cube No 4) and the 5x5x5 cube with five layers per direction, (or otherwise called cube No 5) have also been manufactured.

[0004] However, with the exception of the well-known Rubik cube, that is the cube No 3, which does not present any disadvantages during its speed cubing, the other cubes have disadvantages during their speed cubing and the user should be very careful, otherwise the cubes risk having some of their pieces destroyed or being dismantled.

[0005] The disadvantages of the cube 2x2x2 are mentioned in the U.S. Rubik invention N4378117, whereas those of the cubes 4x4x4 and 5x5x5 on the Internet site www.Rubiks.com, where the user is warned not to rotate the cube violently or fast.

[0006] As a result, the slow rotation complicates the competition of the users in solving the cube as quickly as possible.

[0007] The fact that these cubes present problems during their speed Cubing is proved by the decision of the Cubing champion organisation committee of the Cubing championship, which took place in August 2003 in Toronto Canada, according to which the main event was the users’ competition on the classic Rubik cube, that is on cube No 3, whereas the one on the cubes No 4 and No 5 was a secondary event. This is due to the problems that these cubes present during their speed Cubing.

[0008] The disadvantage of the slow rotation of these cubes’ layers is due to the fact that apart from the planar and spherical surfaces, cylindrical surfaces coaxial with the axes of the three-dimensional rectangular Cartesian coordinate system have mainly been used for the configuration of the internal surfaces of the smaller pieces of the cubes’ layers. However, although the use of these cylindrical surfaces could secure stability and fast rotation for the Rubik cube due to the small number of layers, N=3, per direction, when the number of layers increases there is a high probability of some smaller pieces being damaged or of the cube being dismantled, resulting to the disadvantage of slow rotation. This is due to the fact that the 4x4x4 and 5x5x5 cubes are actually manufactured by hanging pieces on the 2x2x2 and 3x3x3 cubes respectively. This way of manufacturing, though, increases the number of smaller pieces, having as a result the above-mentioned disadvantages of these cubes.

[0009] What constitutes the innovation and the improvement of the construction according to the present invention is that the configuration of the internal surfaces of each piece is made not only by the required planar and spherical surfaces that are concentric with the solid geometrical centre, but mainly by right conical surfaces. These conical surfaces are coaxial with the semi-axes of the three-dimensional rectangular Cartesian coordinate system, the number of which is k per semi-axis, and consequently 2k in each direction of the three dimensions.

[0010] Thus, when N=2k even number, the resultant solid has N layers per direction visible to the toy user, plus one additional layer, the intermediate layer in each direction, that is not visible to the user, whereas when N=2k-1, odd number, then the resultant solid has N layers per direction, all visible to the toy user.

[0011] We claim that the advantages of the configuration of the internal surfaces of every smaller piece mainly by conical surfaces instead of cylindrical, which are secondarily used only in few cases, in combination with the necessary planar and spherical surfaces, are the following:

[0012] A) Every separate smaller piece of the toy consists of three discernable separate parts. The first one, substantially cubic in shape, lies towards the solid’s surface, the intermediate second part, which has a conical sphenoid shape pointing substantially towards the geometric centre of the solid, its cross section being either in the shape of an equilateral spherical triangle or of an isosceles spherical trapezium or of any spherical quadrilateral, and its innermost third part, which is close to the solid geometric centre and is part of a sphere or of a spherical shell, delimited appropriately by conical or planar surface or by cylindrical surfaces only when it comes to the six caps of the solid. It is obvious, that the upper cubic part is missing from the separate smaller pieces as it is spherically cut when these are not visible to the user.

[0013] B) The connection of the corner separate pieces of each cube with the solid interior, which is the most important problem to the construction of three-dimensional logic toys of that kind and of that shape, is ensured, so that these pieces are completely protected from dismantling.

[0014] C) With this configuration, each separate piece extends to the appropriate depth in the interior of the solid and it is protected from being dismantled, on the one hand by the six caps of the solid, that is the central separate pieces of each face, and on the other hand by the suitably created recesses-protrusions, whereby each separate piece is inter-coupled and supported by its neighbouring pieces said recesses-protrusions being such as to create, at the same time, general spherical recesses-protrusions between adjacent layers. These recesses-protrusions both intercouple and support each separate piece with its neighbouring, securing,
on the one hand, the stability of the construction and, on the other hand, guiding the pieces during the layers’ rotation around the axes. The number of these recesses-protrusions could be more than 1 when the stability of the construction requires it, as shown in the drawings of the present invention.

[0015] D) Since the internal parts of the several separate pieces are conical and spherical, they can easily rotate in and above conical and spherical surfaces, which are surfaces made by rotation and consequently the advantage of the fast and unhindered rotation, reinforced by the appropriate rounding of the edges of each separate piece, is ensured.

E) The configuration of each separate piece’s internal surfaces by planar spherical and conical surfaces is more easily made on the lathe.

F) Each separate piece is self-contained, rotating along with the other pieces of its layer around the corresponding axis in the way the user desires.

[0016] G) According to the way of manufacture suggested by the present invention, two different solids correspond to each value of k. The solid with N=2k, that is with an even number of visible layers per direction, and the solid with N=2k+1 with the next odd number of visible layers per direction. The only difference between these solids is that the intermediate layer of the first one is not visible to the user, whereas the intermediate layer of the second emerges at the toy surface. These two solids consist, as it is expected, of exactly the same number of separate pieces, that is T=6N^2-3, where N can only be an even number.

[0017] H) The great advantage of the configuration of the separate pieces internal surfaces of each solid with conical surfaces in combination with the required planar and spherical surfaces, is that whenever an additional conical surface is added to every semi-axis of the three-dimensional rectangular Cartesian coordinate system, then two new solids are produced, said solids having two more layers than the initial ones.

[0018] Thus, when k=1, two cubes with N=2k=2x1=2 and N=2k+1=2x1+1=3 arise, that is the cubic logic toys No 2 and No3, when k=2, the cubes with N=2k=2x2=4 and N=2k+1=2x2+1=5 arise, that is the cubic logic toys No 4 and No5, e.t.c. and, finally, when k=5 the cubes N=2k=2x5=10 and N=2k+1=2x5+1=11 are produced, that is the cubic logic toys No 10 and No 11, where the present invention stops.

[0019] The fact that when a new conical surface is added two new solids are produced is a great advantage as it makes the invention unified.

[0020] As it can easily be calculated, the number of the possible different places that each cube’s pieces can take, during rotation, increases spectacularly as the number of layers increases, but at the same time the difficulty in solving the cube increases.

[0021] The reason why the present invention finds application up to the cube N=11, as we have already mentioned, is due to the increasing difficulty in solving the cubes when more layers are added as well as due to geometrical constraints and practical reasons.

[0022] The geometrical constraints are the following:

[0023] a) According to the present invention, in order to divide the cube into equal N layers we have already proved that N should verify the inequality V2(a/2-N)/a/2. Having solved the inequality, it is obvious that the whole values of N are N<6,82. This is possible when N=2, N=3, N=4, N=5 and N=6 and as a result the cubic logic toys No 2, No3, No4, No5 and No6, whose shape is ideally cubic, are produced.

[0024] b) The constraint in the value of N<6,82 can be overcome if the planar faces of the cube become spherical parts of long radius. Therefore, the final solid with N=7 and more layers loses the classical geometrical cubic shape, that with six planar surfaces, but from N=7 to N=11 the six solid faces are no longer planar but spherical, of long radius compared to the cube dimensions, the shape of said spherical surfaces being almost planar, as the rise of the solid faces from the ideal level, is about 5% of the side length of the ideal cube.

[0025] Although the shape of the resultant solids from N=7 to N=11 is substantially cubic, according to the Topology branch the circle and the square are exactly the same shapes and subsequently the classic cube continuously transformed to substantially cubic is the same shape as the sphere. Therefore, we think that it is reasonable to name all the solids produced by the present invention cubic logic toys No N, as they are manufactured in exactly the same unified way, that is by using conical surfaces.

[0026] The practical reasons why the present invention finds application up to the cube N=11 are the following:

[0027] a) A cube with more layers than N=11 would be hard to rotate due to its size and the large number of its separate pieces.

[0028] b) When N>10, the visible surfaces of the separate pieces that form the faces of the cube loose their square shape and become rectangular. That’s why the invention stops at the value N=11 for which the ratio of the sides b/a of the intermediate on the faces rectangular is 1/5.

[0029] Finally, we should mention that when N=6, the value is very close to the geometrical constraint N<6,82. As a result, the intermediate sphenoid part of the separate pieces, especially of the corner ones, will be limited in dimensions and must be either strengthened or become bigger in size during construction. That is not the case if the cubic logic toy No 6 is manufactured in the way the cubic logic toys with N=7 are, that is with its six faces consisting of spherical parts of long radius. That’s why we suggest two different versions in manufacturing the cubic logic toy No6; version No6a is of a normal cubic shape and version No6b is with its faces consisting of spherical parts of long radius. The only difference between the two versions is in shape since they consist of exactly the same number of separate pieces.

[0030] This invention has been possible since the problem of connecting the corner cube piece with the solid interior has been solved, so that the said corner piece can be self-contained and rotate around any semi-axis of the three-dimensional rectangular Cartesian coordinate system, be
protected during rotation by the six caps of the solid, that is the central pieces of each face, to secure that the cube is not dismantled.

[0031] 1. This solution became possible based on the following observations:

[0032] a) The diagonal of each cube with side length a forms with the semi-axes OX, OY, OZ, of the three-dimensional rectangular Cartesian coordinate system angles equal to \( \tan \alpha = v \), \( \tan \beta = v \), \( \tan \gamma = v \), therefore \( \alpha = 54.73561052^\circ \) (FIG. 1.1).

[0033] b) If we consider three right cones with apex to the beginning of the coordinates, said right cones having axes the positive semi-axes OX, OY, OZ, their generating line forming with the semi-axes OX, OY, OZ an angle \( \phi = \alpha \), then the intersection of these three cones is a sphenoid solid of continuously increasing thickness, said sphenoid solid's apex being located at the beginning of the coordinates (FIG. 1.2), of equilateral spherical triangle cross section (FIG. 1.3) when cut by a spherical surface whose centre coincides with the coordinates beginning. The length of the sides of the said spherical triangle increases as we approach the cube apex. The centre-axis of the said sphenoid solid coincides with the diagonal of the cube.

[0034] The three side surfaces of that sphenoid solid are parts of the surfaces of the mentioned cones and, as a result, the said sphenoid solid can rotate in the internal surface of the corresponding cone, when the corresponding cone axis or the corresponding semi-axis of the three-dimensional rectangular Cartesian coordinate system rotates.

[0035] Thus, if we consider that we have \( \frac{1}{3} \) of a sphere with radius R, the centre of said sphere being located at the coordinates beginning, appropriately cut with planes parallel to the planes XY, YZ, ZX, as well as a small cubic piece, whose diagonal coincides with the initial cube diagonal (FIG. 1.4), then these three pieces (FIG. 1.5) embodied into a separate piece give us the general form and the general shape of the corner pieces of all the present invention cubes (FIG. 1.6).

[0036] It is enough, therefore, to compare the FIG. 1.6 with the FIGS. 2.1, 3.1, 4.1, 5.1, 6a.1, 6b.1, 7.1, 8.1, 9.1, 10.1, 11.1, in order to find out the unified manufacturing way of the corner piece of each cube according to the present invention. In the above-mentioned figures one can clearly see the three discernible parts of the corner pieces; the first part which is substantially cubic, the second part which is of a conical sphenoid shape and the third part which is a part of a sphere. Comparing the figures is enough to prove that the invention is unified although it finally produces more than one solids.

[0037] The other separate pieces are produced exactly the same way and their shape that depends on the pieces' place in the final solid is alike. Their conical sphenoid part, for the configuration of which at least four conical surfaces are used, can have the same cross section all over its length or different cross-section per parts. Whatever the case, the shape of the cross-section of the said sphenoid part is either of an isosceles spherical trapezium or of any spherical quadrilateral. The configuration of this conical sphenoid part is such so as to create on each separate piece the above-mentioned recesses-protrusions whereby each separate piece is intercoupled and supported by its neighbouring pieces. At the same time, the configuration of the conical sphenoid part in combination with the third lower part of the pieces creates general spherical recesses-protrusions between adjacent layers, securing the stability of the construction and guiding the layers during rotation around the axes. Finally, the lower part of the separate pieces is a piece of a sphere or of spherical shell.

[0038] It should also be clarified that the angle \( \phi \) of the first cone \( k_1 \) should be greater than 54.73561052° when the cone apex coincides with the coordinates beginning. However, if the cone apex moves to the negative part of the semi-axis of rotation, then the angle \( \phi \) could be slightly less than 54.73561052° and this is the case especially when the number of layers increases.

[0039] We should also note that the separate pieces of each cube are fixed on a central three-dimensional solid cross whose six legs are cylindrical and on which we screw the six caps of each cube with the appropriate screws. The caps, that is the central separate pieces of each face, whether they are visible or not, are appropriately formed having a hole (FIG. 1.7) through which the support screw passes after being optionally surrounded with appropriate springs (FIG. 1.8). The way of supporting is similar to the support of the Rubik cube.

[0040] Finally, we should mention that after the support screw passes through the hole in the caps of the cubes, especially in the ones with an even number of layers, it is covered with a flat plastic piece fitted in the upper cubic part of the cap.

[0041] The present invention is fully understood by anyone who has a good knowledge of visual geometry. For that reason there is an analytic description of FIGS. from 2 to 11 accompanying the present invention and proving that:

a) The invention is a unified inventive body.

b) The invention improves the up to date manufactured in several ways and by several inventor cubes, that is \( 2 \times 2 \times 2 \), \( 4 \times 4 \times 4 \) and \( 5 \times 5 \times 5 \) cubes, which, however, present problems during their rotation.

c) The classic functioning without problems Rubik cube, i.e. the \( 3 \times 3 \times 3 \) cube, is included in that invention with some minor modifications.

d) It expands for the first time worldwide, from what we know up to now, the logic toys series of substantially cubic shape up to the number No 11, i.e. the cube with 11 different layers per direction.

[0042] Finally, we should mention that, because of the absolute symmetry, the separate pieces of each cube form groups of similar pieces, the number of said groups depending on the number \( g \) of the conical surfaces per semi-axis of the cube, and said number being a triangle or triangular number. As it is already known, triangle or triangular numbers are the numbers that are the partial sums of the series \( 1+2+3+4+\ldots+n \), i.e. of the series the difference between the successive terms of which is 1. In this case the general term of the series is \( v = k+1 \).

[0043] In FIGS. 2 to 11 of the present invention one can easily see:

[0044] a) The shape of all the different separate pieces each cube is consisted of.
b) The three discernible parts of each separate piece; the upper part which is substantially cubic, the intermediate second part which is of a conical sphenoid shape and the third part which is a part of a sphere or of a spherical shell.

c) The above-mentioned recesses-protrusions on the different separate pieces whenever necessary.

d) The above-mentioned between adjacent layers general spherical recesses-protrusions, which secure the stability of construction and guide the layers during rotation around the axes.

II. Thus, when \(\kappa=1\) and \(N=2k=2\times1=2\), i.e. for the cubic logic toy No 2, we have only (3) three different kinds of separate pieces. The corner piece 1 (FIG. 2.1) and in total eight similar pieces, all visible to the toy user, the intermediate piece 2 (FIG. 2.2) and in total twelve similar pieces, all of non visible to the toy user and piece 3, the cap of the cube, and in total six similar pieces all non visible to the toy user. Finally, piece 4 is the non-visible central, three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube (FIG. 2.4).

In FIGS. 2.1.1, 2.2.1, 2.2.2 and 2.3.1 we can see the cross sections of these pieces.

In FIG. 2.5 we can see these three different kinds of pieces of the cube, placed at their position along with the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube.

In FIG. 2.6 we can see the geometrical characteristics of the cubic logic toy No 2 where \(R\) generally represents the radiuses of concentric spherical surfaces that are necessary for the configuration of the internal surfaces of the cube’s separate pieces.

In FIG. 2.7 we can see the position of the separate central pieces of the intermediate non-visible layer in each direction on the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube.

In FIG. 2.8 we can see the position of the separate pieces of the intermediate non-visible layer in each direction on the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube.

In FIG. 2.9 we can see the position of the separate pieces of the first layer in each direction on the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube.

Finally, in FIG. 2.10 we can see the final shape of the cubic logic toy No 2. The cubic logic toy No 2 consists of twenty-seven (27) separate pieces in total along with the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube.

III. When \(\kappa=1\) and \(N=2k=2\times1+1=3\), i.e. the cubic logic toy No 3, we have again (3) three kinds of different, separate pieces. The corner piece 1, (FIG. 3.1) and in total eight similar pieces, all visible to the toy user, the intermediate piece 2 (FIG. 3.2) and in total twelve similar pieces, all visible to the user, and finally piece 3, (FIG. 3.3) the cube cap, and in total six similar pieces, all visible to the toy user. Finally, the piece 4 is the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube (FIG. 3.4).

In FIGS. 3.1.1, 3.2.1, 3.2.2, 3.3.1 we can see the cross-sections of these different separate pieces by their symmetry planes.

In FIG. 3.5 we can see these three different pieces placed at their position along with the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube.

In FIG. 3.6 we can see the geometrical characteristics of the cubic logic toy No 3.

In FIG. 3.7 we can see the internal face of the first layer along with the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube.

In FIG. 3.8 we can see the face of the intermediate layer in each direction along with the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube.

In FIG. 3.9 we can see the section of that intermediate layer by an intermediate symmetry plane of the cube.

Finally, in FIG. 3.10 we can see the final shape of the cubic logic toy No 3. The cubic logic toy No 3 consists of twenty-seven (27) separate pieces in total along with the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube.

By comparing the figures of the cubic logic toys No 2 and No 3, it is clear that the non-visible intermediate layer of the toy No 2 becomes visible in the toy No 3 while both the cubes consist of the same total number of separate pieces. Besides, this has already been mentioned as one of the advantages of the present invention and it proves that it is unified. At this point, it is useful to compare the figures of the separate pieces of the cubic logic toy No 3 with the figures of the separate pieces of the Rubik cube.

The difference between the figures is that the conical sphenoid part of the separate pieces of this invention does not exist in the pieces of the Rubik cube. Therefore, if we remove that conical sphenoid part from the separate pieces of the cubic logic toy No 3, then the figures of that toy will be similar to the Rubik cube figures.

In fact, the number of layers \(N=3\) is small and, as a result, the conical sphenoid part is not necessary, as we have already mentioned the Rubik cube does not present problems during its speed cubing. The construction, however, of the cubic logic toy No 3 in the way this invention suggests, has been made not to improve something about the operation of the Rubik cube but in order to prove that the invention is unified and sequent.

However, we think that the absence of that conical sphenoid part in the Rubik cube, which is the result of the mentioned conical surfaces introduced by the present invention, is the main reason why, up to now, several inventors could not conclude in a satisfactory and without operating problems way of manufacturing these logic toys.

Finally, we should mention that only for manufacturing reasons and for the easy assembling of the cubes when \(N=2\) and \(N=3\), the last but one sphere, i.e. the sphere with \(R_i\) radius, shown in FIGS. 2.6 and 3.6, could be optionally replaced by a cylinder of the same radius only for the configuration of the intermediate layer whether it is visible or not, without influencing the generality of the method.
IV. When \( k=2 \) and \( N=2k+2=6 \), i.e. for the cubic logic toy No 4, there are (6) six different kinds of separate pieces. Piece 1, (FIG. 4.1) and in total eight similar pieces, all visible to the user, piece 2, (FIG. 4.2) and in total twenty four similar pieces, all visible to the user, piece 3, (FIG. 4.3) and in total twenty four similar pieces, all visible to the user, piece 4, (FIG. 4.4) and in total twelve similar pieces, all non-visible to the user, piece 5, (FIG. 4.5) and in total twenty four similar pieces, all non-visible to the user and piece 6, (FIG. 4.6), the cap of the cubic logic toy No 4, and in total six similar pieces, all non-visible to the user. Finally, in FIG. 4.7 we can see the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube.

In FIGS. 4.1.1, 4.2.1, 4.3.1, 4.4.1, 4.4.2, 4.5.1, 4.6.1 and 4.6.2 we can see the cross sections of these different separate pieces.

In FIG. 4.8 we can see at an axonometric projection these different pieces placed at their positions along with the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube No 4.

In FIG. 4.9 we can see the intermediate non-visible layer in each direction along with the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube.

In FIG. 4.10 we can see the section of the pieces of the intermediate non-visible layer by an intermediate symmetry plane of the cube, as well as the projection of the pieces of the second layer of the cube on the said intermediate layer.

In FIG. 4.11 we can see at an axonometric projection the non-visible intermediate layer and the supported on it, second layer of the cube.

In FIG. 4.12 we can see at an axonometric projection the first and the second layer along with the intermediate non-visible layer and the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube.

In FIG. 4.13 we can see the final shape of the cubic logic toy No 4.

In FIG. 4.14 we can see the external face of the second layer with the intermediate non-visible layer and the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube.

In FIG. 4.15 we can see the internal face of the first layer of the cube with the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube.

Finally, in FIG. 4.16 we can see the geometrical characteristics of the cubic logic toy No 4, for the configuration of the internal surfaces of the separate pieces of which, two conical surfaces per semi-direction of the three-dimensional rectangular Cartesian coordinate system have been used. The cubic logic toy No 4 consists of ninety-nine (99) separate pieces in total along with the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube.

V. When \( k=3 \) and \( N=2k+1=2 \times 3+1=5 \), i.e. for the cubic logic toy No 5, there are again (6) six different kinds of separate pieces, all visible to the user. Piece 1, (FIG. 5.1) and in total eight similar pieces, piece 2, (FIG. 5.2) and in total twenty four similar pieces, piece 3, (FIG. 5.3) and in total twenty four similar pieces, piece 4, (FIG. 5.4) and in total twelve similar pieces, piece 5, (FIG. 5.5) and in total twenty four similar pieces, and piece 6, (FIG. 5.6) the cap of the cubic logic toy No 5 and in total six similar pieces. Finally, in FIG. 5.7 we can see the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube.

In FIGS. 5.1.1, 5.2.1, 5.3.1, 5.4.1, 5.4.2, 5.5.1, 5.6.1, 5.6.2 we can see the cross sections of these different separate pieces.

In FIG. 5.8 we can see at an axonometric projection these six different pieces placed at their position along with the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube.

In FIG. 5.9 we can see at an axonometric projection these six different pieces placed at their position along with the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube.

In FIG. 5.10 we can see the internal face of the first layer of the cubic logic toy No 5.

In FIG. 5.11 we can see the internal face of the second layer and in FIG. 5.14 its external face.

In FIG. 5.12 we can see the face of the intermediate layer of the cubic logic toy No 5 along with the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube.

In FIG. 5.13 we can see the section of the pieces of the intermediate layer of the cube No 5 and the section of the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube by an intermediate symmetry plane of the cube.

In FIG. 5.15 we can see the first and the second layer with the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube.

In FIG. 5.16 we can see the first, the second and the intermediate layer with the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube.

Finally, in FIG. 5.17 we can see the final shape of the cubic logic toy No 5.

The cubic logic toy No 5 consists of ninety-nine (99) separate pieces in total along with the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube, the same number of pieces as in the cubic logic toy No 4.

VI.a When \( k=3 \), that is when we use three conical surfaces per semi axis of the three-dimensional rectangular Cartesian coordinate system and \( N=2k=2 \times 3=6 \) that is for the cubic logic toy No 6a, whose final shape is cubic, we have (10) different kinds of separate pieces, of which only the first six are visible to the user, whereas the next four are not.

Piece 1 (FIG. 6a.1) and in total eight similar pieces, piece 2 (FIG. 6a.2) and in total twenty-four similar pieces, piece 3 (FIG. 6a.3) and in total twenty-four similar pieces, piece 4 (FIG. 6a.4) and in total twenty-four similar pieces, piece 5 (FIG. 6a.5) and in total forty-eight similar pieces, piece 6 (FIG. 6a.6) and in total twenty-four similar pieces, up to this point all visible to the user of the toy. The non-visible, different pieces that form the intermediate non visible layer in each direction of the cubic logic toy No 6a are: piece 7 (FIG. 6a.7) and in total twelve similar pieces, piece 8 (FIG. 6a.8) and in total twenty-four similar pieces, piece 9 (FIG. 6a.9) and in total twenty-four similar pieces.
and piece 10 (FIG. 6a.10) and in total six similar pieces, the caps of the cubic logic toy No 6a. Finally, in FIG. 6a.11 we can see the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube No 6a.

In FIG. 6a.11, 6a.2.1, 6a.3.1, 6a.4.1, 6a.5.1, 6a.6.1, 6a.7.1, 6a.8.1, 6a.9.1, 6a.10.1 and 6a.10.2 we can see the cross-sections of the ten separate, different pieces of the cubic logic toy No 6a.

In FIG. 6a.12 we can see these ten different pieces of the cubic logic toy No 6a, placed at their position along with the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube.

In FIG. 6a.13 we can see the geometrical characteristics of the cubic logic toy No 6a, where for the configuration of the internal surfaces of its separate pieces three conical surfaces have been used per semi direction of the three-dimensional rectangular Cartesian coordinate system.

In FIG. 6a.14 we can see the internal face of the first layer of the cubic logic toy No 6a along with the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube.

In FIG. 6a.15 we can see the internal face and in FIG. 6a.16 we can see the external face of the second layer of the cubic logic toy No 6a.

In FIG. 6a.17 we can see the internal face and in FIG. 6a.18 we can see the external face of the third layer of the cubic logic toy No 6a.

In FIG. 6a.19 we can see the face of the non-visible intermediate layer in each direction along with the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube.

In FIG. 6a.20 we can see the sections of the separate pieces of the intermediate layer as well as of the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube by an intermediate symmetry plane of the cube, and we can also see the projection of the separate pieces of the third layer on this plane, said third layer being supported on the intermediate layer of the cubic logic toy No 6a.

In FIG. 6a.21 we can see at an axonometric projection the first three layers that are visible to the user, as well as the intermediate non-visible layer in each direction and the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube.

Finally, in FIG. 6a.22 we can see the final shape of the cubic logic toy No 6a.

The cubic logic toy No 6a consists of two hundred and nineteen (219) separate pieces in total along with the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube.

VI:b When k=3, that is when we use three conical surfaces per semi axis of the three-dimensional rectangular Cartesian coordinate system and N=2x=2x3=6, that is for the cubic logic toy No 6b, whose final shape is substantially cubic, its faces consisting of spherical surfaces of long radius, we have (10) different kinds of separate pieces, of which only the first six are visible to the user, whereas the next four are not.

Piece 1 (FIG. 6b.1) and in total eight similar pieces, piece 2 (FIG. 6b.2) and in total twenty-four similar pieces, piece 3 (FIG. 6b.3) and in total twenty-four similar pieces, piece 4 (FIG. 6b.4) and in total twenty-four similar pieces, piece 5 (FIG. 6b.5) and in total forty-eight similar pieces, piece 6 (FIG. 6b.6) and in total twenty-four similar pieces, up to this point all visible to the user. The non visible different pieces that form the intermediate non visible layer in each direction of the cubic logic toy No 6b are: piece 7 (FIG. 6b.7) and in total twelve similar pieces, piece 8 (FIG. 6b.8) and in total twenty-four similar pieces, piece 9 (FIG. 6b.9) and in total twenty-four similar pieces and piece 10 (FIG. 6b.10) and in total six similar pieces, the caps of the cubic logic toy No 6b. Finally, in FIG. 6b.11 we can see the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube No 6b.

In FIG. 6b.12 we can see the ten different pieces of the cubic logic toy No 6b, placed at their position along with the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube.

In FIG. 6b.13 we can see the geometrical characteristics of the cubic logic toy No 6b, for the configuration of the internal surfaces of the separate pieces of which three conical surfaces have been used per semi direction of the three-dimensional rectangular Cartesian coordinate system.

In FIG. 6b.14 we can see the internal face of the first layer of the cubic logic toy No 6b along with the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube.

In FIG. 6b.15 we can see the internal face and in FIG. 6b.16 we can see the external face of the second layer of the cubic logic toy No 6b.

In FIG. 6b.17 we can see the internal face and in FIG. 6b.18 we can see the external face of the third layer of the cubic logic toy No 6b.

In FIG. 6b.19 we can see the face of the non-visible intermediate layer in each direction along with the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube.

In FIG. 6b.20 we can see the section of the separate pieces of the intermediate layer as well as of the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube by an intermediate symmetry plane of the cube.

In FIG. 6b.21 we can see at an axonometric projection the first three layers that are visible to the user, as well as the intermediate non-visible layer in each direction and the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube.

Finally, in FIG. 6b.22 we can see the final shape of the cubic logic toy No 6b.

The cubic logic toy No 6b consists of two hundred and nineteen (219) separate pieces in total along with the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube. We have already mentioned that the only difference between the two versions of the cube No5 is in their final shape.

VII: When k=3, that is when we use three conical surfaces per semi axis of the three-dimensional rectangular Cartesian coordinate system and N=2x=1=2x3+1=7, that is
for the cubic logic toy No 7, whose final shape is substantially cubic, its faces consisting of spherical surfaces of long radius, we have again (10) different kinds of separate pieces, which are all visible to the user of the toy.

[0118] Piece 1 (FIG. 7.1) and in total eight similar pieces, piece 2 (FIG. 7.2) and in total twenty-four similar pieces, piece 3 (FIG. 7.3) and in total twenty-four similar pieces, piece 4 (FIG. 7.4) and in total twenty-four similar pieces, piece 5 (FIG. 7.5) and in total forty eight similar pieces, piece 6 (FIG. 7.6) and in total twenty-four similar pieces, piece 7 (FIG. 7.7) and in total twelve similar pieces, piece 8 (FIG. 7.8) and in total twenty-four similar pieces, piece 9 (FIG. 7.9) and in total twenty-four similar pieces and piece 10 (FIG. 7.10) and in total six similar pieces, the caps of the cubic logic toy No 7.

[0119] Finally, in FIG. 7.11 we can see the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube No 7.

[0120] In FIGS. 7.11. 7.21. 7.31. 7.41. 7.51. 7.61. 7.71. 7.72. 7.81. 7.91. 7.101 and 7.102 we can see the cross-sections of the ten different, separate pieces of the cubic logic toy No 7.

[0121] In FIG. 7.12 we can see the ten different pieces of the cubic logic toy No 7 placed at their position along with the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube.

[0122] In FIG. 7.13 we can see the geometrical characteristics of the cubic logic toy No 7, for the configuration of the internal surfaces of the separate pieces of which three conical surfaces per semi direction of the three-dimensional rectangular Cartesian coordinate system have been used.

[0123] In FIG. 7.14 we can see the internal face of the first layer per semi direction of the cubic logic toy No 7.

[0124] In FIG. 7.15 we can see the internal ace of the second layer per semi direction along with the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube and in FIG. 7.16 we can see the external face of this second layer.

[0125] In FIG. 7.17 we can see the internal face of the third layer per semi direction along with the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube and in FIG. 7.18 we can see the external face of this third layer.

[0126] In FIG. 7.19 we can see the face of the intermediate layer in each direction along with the central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube.

[0127] In FIG. 7.20 we can see the section of the separate pieces of the intermediate layer and of the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube by an intermediate symmetry plane of the cube.

[0128] In FIG. 7.21 we can see at an axonometric projection the three first layers per semi direction along with the intermediate layer in each direction, all of which are visible to the user of the toy along with the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross, which supports the cube.

[0129] Finally, in FIG. 7.22 we can see the final shape of the cubic logic toy No 7.

[0130] The cubic logic toy No 7 consists of two hundred and nineteen (219) separate pieces in total along with the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube, i.e. the same number of pieces as in the cubic logic toy No 6.

[0131] VIII. When κ=4, that is when we use four conical surfaces per semi axis of the three-dimensional rectangular Cartesian coordinate system and N=2κx2x4=8, that is for the cubic logic toy No 8 whose final shape is substantially cubic, its faces consisting of spherical surfaces of long radius, we have (15) fifteen different kinds of separate smaller pieces, of which only the first ten are visible to the user of the toy whereas the next five are non visible. Piece 1 (FIG. 8.1) and in total eight similar pieces, piece 2 (FIG. 8.2) and in total twenty-four similar pieces, piece 3 (FIG. 8.3) and in total twenty-four similar pieces, piece 4 (FIG. 8.4) and in total twenty-four similar pieces, piece 5 (FIG. 8.5) and in total forty-eight similar pieces, piece 6 (FIG. 8.6) and in total twenty-four similar pieces, piece 7 (FIG. 8.7) and in total twenty-four similar pieces, piece 8 (FIG. 8.8) and in total forty-eight similar pieces, piece 9 (FIG. 8.9) and in total forty-eight similar pieces and piece 10 (FIG. 8.10) and in total twenty-four similar pieces, all of which are visible to the user of the toy.

[0132] The non visible different pieces that form the intermediate non visible layer in each direction of the cubic logic toy No 8 are: piece 11 (FIG. 8.11) and in total twelve similar pieces, piece 12 (FIG. 8.12) and in total twenty-four similar pieces, piece 13 (FIG. 8.13) and in total twenty-four similar pieces, piece 14 (FIG. 8.14) and in total twenty-four similar pieces and piece 15 (FIG. 8.15) and in total six similar pieces, the caps of the cubic logic toy No 8. Finally, in FIG. 8.16 we can see the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube No 8.

[0133] In FIGS. 8.1. 8.2. 8.3. 8.4. 8.5. 8.6. 8.7. 8.9. 8.10. 8.11. 8.12. 8.13. 8.14. and 8.15 we can see the cross-sections of the fifteen different, separate pieces of the cubic logic toy No 8.

[0134] In FIG. 8.17 we can see these fifteen separate pieces of the cubic logic toy No 8 placed at their position along with the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube.

[0135] In FIG. 8.18 we can see the geometrical characteristics of the cubic logic toy No 8 for the configuration of the internal surfaces of the separate pieces of which four conical surfaces per semi direction of the three-dimensional rectangular Cartesian coordinate system have been used.

[0136] In FIG. 8.19 we can see the section of the separate pieces of the intermediate non visible layer per semi direction and of the central three-dimensional solid cross by an intermediate symmetry plane of the cube as well as the projection of the separate pieces of the fourth layer of each semi direction on this plane, said fourth layer being supported on the intermediate layer of this direction of the cubic logic toy No 8.

[0137] In FIG. 8.20 we can see the internal face of the first layer per semi direction of the cubic logic toy No 8 along with the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube.

[0138] In FIG. 8.21 we can see the internal face and in FIG. 8.21.1 we can see the external face of the second layer per semi direction of the cubic logic toy No 8.
[0139] In FIG. 8.22 we can see the internal face and in FIG. 8.22.1 we can see the external face of the third layer per semi direction of the cubic logic toy No 8.

[0140] In FIG. 8.23 we can see the internal face and in FIG. 8.23.1 we can see the external face of the fourth layer per semi direction of the cubic logic toy No 8.

[0141] In FIG. 8.24 we can see the face of the non-visible intermediate layer in every direction along with the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube.

[0142] In FIG. 8.25 we can see at an axonometric projection the four visible layers of each semi direction along with the non-visible intermediate layer of that direction and along with the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube.

[0143] Finally, in FIG. 8.26 we can see the final shape of the cubic logic toy No 8.

[0144] The cubic logic toy No 8 consists of three hundred and eighty eight (387) pieces in total along with the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube.

[0145] IX. When $k=4$, that is when we use four conical surfaces per semi axis of the three-dimensional rectangular Cartesian coordinate system and $N=2k+1=24+4+1=29$, that is for the cubic logic toy No 9 whose final shape is substantially cubic, its faces consisting of spherical surfaces of long radius, we have again (15) fifteen different and separate kinds of smaller pieces, all visible to the user of the toy. Piece 1 (FIG. 9.1) and in total eight similar pieces, piece 2 (FIG. 9.2) and in total twenty-four similar pieces, piece 3 (FIG. 9.3) and in total twenty-four similar pieces, piece 4 (FIG. 9.4) and in total twenty-four similar pieces, piece 5 (FIG. 9.5) and in total forty-eight similar pieces, piece 6 (FIG. 9.6) and in total twenty-four similar pieces, piece 7 (FIG. 9.7) and in total twenty-four similar pieces, piece 8 (FIG. 9.8) and in total forty-eight similar pieces, piece 9 (FIG. 9.9) and in total forty-eight similar pieces and piece 10 (FIG. 9.10) and in total twenty-four similar pieces, piece 11 (FIG. 9.11) and in total twelve similar pieces, piece 12 (FIG. 9.12) and in total twenty-four similar pieces, piece 13 (FIG. 9.13) and in total twenty-four similar pieces, piece 14 (FIG. 9.14) and in total twenty-four similar pieces and finally, piece 15 (FIG. 9.15) and in total six similar pieces, the caps of the cubic logic toy No 9. Finally, in FIG. 9.16 we can see the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube No 9.

[0146] In FIGS. 9.11.1, 9.2.1, 9.3.1, 9.4.1, 9.5.1, 9.6.1, 9.7.1, 9.8.1, 9.9.1, 9.10.1, 9.11.1, 9.11.2, 9.12.1, 9.13.1, 9.14.1 and 9.15.1 we can see the cross-sections of the fifteen different, separate pieces of the cubic logic toy No 9.

[0147] In FIG. 9.17 we can see these separate fifteen pieces of the cubic logic toy No 9, placed at their position along with the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube.

[0148] In FIG. 9.18 we can see the geometrical characteristics of the cubic logic toy No 9 for the configuration of the internal surfaces of the separate pieces of which four conical surfaces per semi direction of the three-dimensional rectangular Cartesian coordinate system have been used.

[0149] In FIG. 9.19 we can see the internal face of the first layer per semi direction of the cubic logic toy No 9 along with the non-visible central three-orthogonal solid cross that supports the cube.

[0150] In FIG. 9.20 we can see the internal face and in FIG. 9.20.1 the external face of the second layer per semi direction of the cubic logic toy No 9.

[0151] In FIG. 9.21 we can see the internal face and in FIG. 9.21.1 the external face of the third layer per semi direction of the cubic logic toy No 9.

[0152] In FIG. 9.22 we can see the internal face and in FIG. 9.22.1 the external face of the fourth layer per semi direction of the cubic logic toy No 9.

[0153] In FIG. 9.23 we can see the internal face of the intermediate layer in every direction of the cubic logic toy No 9 along with the non-visible central three dimensional solid cross that supports the cube.

[0154] In FIG. 9.24 we can see the section of the separate pieces of the intermediate layer in each direction as well as of the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube by an intermediate symmetry plane of the cubic logic toy No 9.

[0155] In FIG. 9.25 we can see at an axonometric projection the four layers in each semi direction along with the fifth intermediate layer of this direction and the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube.

[0156] Finally, in FIG. 9.26 we can see the final shape of the cubic logic toy No 9.

[0157] The cubic logic toy No 9 consists of three hundred and eighty eight (387) separate pieces in total along with the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube, the same number of pieces as in the cubic logic toy No 8.

[0158] X. When $k=5$, that is when we use five conical surfaces per semi axis of the three-dimensional rectangular Cartesian coordinate system and $N=2k+2=5=10$, that is for the cubic logic toy No 10 whose final shape is substantially cubic, its faces consisting of spherical surfaces of long radius, we have (21) twenty one different kinds of smaller pieces, of which only the first fifteen are visible to the user of the toy, whereas the next six are non visible.

[0159] Piece 1 (FIG. 10.1) and in total eight similar pieces, piece 2 (FIG. 10.2) and in total twenty-four similar pieces, piece 3 (FIG. 10.3) and in total twenty-four similar pieces, piece 4 (FIG. 10.4) and in total twenty-four similar pieces, piece 5 (FIG. 10.5) and in total forty-eight similar pieces, piece 6 (FIG. 10.6) and in total twenty-four similar pieces, piece 7 (FIG. 10.7) and in total twenty-four similar pieces, piece 8 (FIG. 10.8) and in total forty-eight similar pieces, piece 9 (FIG. 10.9) and in total forty-eight similar pieces and piece 10 (FIG. 10.10) and in total twenty-four similar pieces, piece 11 (FIG. 10.11) and in total twenty-four similar pieces, piece 12 (FIG. 10.12) and in total forty-eight similar pieces, piece 13 (FIG. 10.13) and in total forty-eight similar pieces, piece 14 (FIG. 10.14) and in total forty-eight similar pieces, piece 15 (FIG. 10.15) and in total twenty-four similar pieces, up to this point all visible to the user of the toy. The non-visible different pieces that form the intermediate non-visible layer in each direction of the cubic logic toy No 10 are: piece
16 (FIG. 10.16) and in total twelve similar pieces, piece 17 (FIG. 10.17) and in total twenty-four similar pieces, piece 18 (FIG. 10.18) and in total twenty-four similar pieces, piece 19 (FIG. 10.19) and in total twenty-four similar pieces, piece 20 (FIG. 10.20) and in total twenty-four similar pieces, and, piece 21 (FIG. 10.21) and in total six similar pieces, the caps that of the cubic logic toy No 10.

[0160] Finally, in FIG. 10.22 we can see the non-visible central three-orthogonal solid cross that supports the cube No 10.

[0161] In FIGS. 10.1.1, 10.2.1, 10.3.1, 10.4.1, 10.5.1, 10.6.1, 10.7.1, 10.8.1, 10.9.1, 10.10.1, 10.11.1, 10.12.1, 10.13.1, 10.14.1, 10.15.1, 10.16.1, 10.16.2, 10.17.1, 10.18.1, 10.19.1, 10.20.1 and 10.21.1 we can see the cross-sections of the twenty-one different separate pieces of the cubic logic toy No 10.

[0162] In FIG. 10.23 we can see these twenty-one separate pieces of the cubic logic toy No 10 placed at their position along with the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube.

[0163] In FIG. 10.24 we can see the internal face of the first layer in each semi direction of the cubic logic toy No 10 along with the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube.

[0164] In FIG. 10.25 we can see the internal face and in FIG. 10.25.1 we can see the external face of the second layer per semi direction of the cubic logic toy No 10.

[0165] In FIG. 10.26 we can see the internal face and in FIG. 10.26.1 we can see the external face of the third layer per semi direction of the cubic logic toy No 10.

[0166] In FIG. 10.27 we can see the internal face and in FIG. 10.27.1 we can see the external face of the fourth layer per semi direction of the cubic logic toy No 10.

[0167] In FIG. 10.28 we can see the internal face and in FIG. 10.28.1 we can see the external face of the fifth layer per semi direction of the cubic logic toy No 10.

[0168] In FIG. 10.29 we can see the face of the non-visible intermediate layer in each direction along with the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube.

[0169] In FIG. 10.30 we can see the internal face of the intermediate layer in each direction and the internal face of the fifth layer per semi direction said fifth layer being supported on the intermediate layer, along with the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube.

[0170] In FIG. 10.31 we can see the section of the separate pieces of the intermediate layer in each direction and of the central non-visible three-dimensional solid cross by an intermediate symmetry plane of the cube as well as the projection on it of the separate pieces of the fifth layer of this semi direction.

[0171] In FIG. 10.32 we can see the geometrical characteristics of the cubic logic toy No 10 for the configuration of the internal surfaces of the separate pieces of which, five conical surfaces per semi direction of the three-dimensional rectangular Cartesian coordinate system have been used.

[0172] In FIG. 10.33 we can see at an axonometric projection, the five visible layers per semi direction along with the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube.

[0173] Finally, in FIG. 10.34 we can see the final shape of the cubic logic toy No 10.

[0174] The cubic logic toy No 10 consists of six hundred and three (603) separate pieces in total along with the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube.

[0175] XI. When $k=5$, that is when we use five conical surface per semi axis of the three-dimensional rectangular Cartesian coordinate system and $N=2k+1=2*5+1=11$, that is for the cubic logic toy No 11 whose final shape is substantially cubic its faces consisting of spherical surfaces of long radius, we have again (21) twenty-one different kinds of smaller pieces, all visible to the user of the toy.

[0176] Piece 1 (FIG. 11.1) and in total eight similar pieces, piece 2 (FIG. 11.2) and in total twenty-four similar pieces, piece 3 (FIG. 11.3) and in total twenty-four similar pieces, piece 4 (FIG. 11.4) and in total twenty-four similar pieces, piece 5 (FIG. 11.5) and in total forty eight similar pieces, piece 6 (FIG. 11.6) and in total twenty-four similar pieces, piece 7 (FIG. 11.7) and in total twenty-four similar pieces, piece 8 (FIG. 11.8) and in total forty eight similar pieces, piece 9 (FIG. 11.9) and in total forty eight similar pieces, piece 10 (FIG. 11.10) and in total twenty-four similar pieces, piece 11 (FIG. 11.11) and in total twenty-four similar pieces, piece 12 (FIG. 11.12) and in total forty eight similar pieces, piece 13 (FIG. 11.13) and in total forty eight similar pieces, piece 14 (FIG. 11.14) and in total forty eight similar pieces, piece 15 (FIG. 11.15) and in total twenty-four similar pieces, piece 16 (FIG. 11.16) and in total twelve similar pieces, piece 17 (FIG. 11.17) and in total twenty-four similar pieces, piece 18 (FIG. 11.18) and in total twenty-four similar pieces, piece 19 (FIG. 11.19) and in total twenty-four similar pieces, piece 20 (FIG. 11.20) and in total twenty-four similar pieces, and piece 21 (FIG. 11.21) and in total six similar pieces, the caps of the cubic logic toy No 11. Finally, in FIG. 11.22 we can see the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube No 11.

[0177] In FIGS. 11.1.1, 11.2.1, 11.3.1, 11.4.1, 11.5.1, 11.6.1, 11.7.1, 11.8.1, 11.9.1, 11.10.1, 11.11.1, 11.12.1, 11.13.1, 11.14.1, 11.15.1, 11.16.1, 11.16.2, 11.17.1, 11.18.1, 11.19.1, 11.20.1 and 11.21.1 we can see the cross-sections of the twenty-one different separate pieces of the cubic logic toy No 11.

[0178] In FIG. 11.23 we can see these twenty-one separate pieces of the cubic logic toy No 11 placed at their position along with the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube.

[0179] In FIG. 11.24 we can see the internal face of the first layer per semi direction of the cubic logic toy No 11 along with the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube.

[0180] In FIG. 11.25 we can see the internal face and in FIG. 11.25.1 we can see the external face of the second layer per semi direction of the three-dimensional rectangular Cartesian coordinate system of the cubic logic toy No 11.
[0181] In FIG. 11.26 we can see the internal face and in FIG. 11.26.1 we can see the external face of the third layer per semi direction of the three-dimensional rectangular Cartesian coordinate system of the cubic logic toy No 11.

[0182] In FIG. 11.27 we can see the internal face and in FIG. 11.27.1 we can see the external face of the fourth layer per semi direction of the three-dimensional rectangular Cartesian coordinate system of the cubic logic toy No 11.

[0183] In FIG. 11.28 we can see the internal face and in FIG. 11.28.1 we can see the external face of the fifth layer per semi direction of the three-dimensional rectangular Cartesian coordinate system of the cubic logic toy No 11.

[0184] In FIG. 11.29 we can see the intermediate layer per direction along with the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube.

[0185] In FIG. 11.30 we can see the section of the separate pieces of the intermediate layer per direction along with the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube by an intermediate symmetry plane of the cube No 11.

[0186] In FIG. 11.31 we can see the geometrical characteristics of the cubic logic toy No 11 for the configuration of the internal surfaces of the separate pieces of which five conical surfaces per semi direction of the three-dimensional rectangular Cartesian coordinate system have been used.

[0187] In FIG. 11.32 we can see at an axonometric projection, the five layers in each semi direction and the sixth layer in each direction, as well as the intermediate layer along with the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube.

[0188] Finally, in FIG. 11.33 we can see the final shape of the cubic logic toy No 11.

[0189] The cubic logic toy No 11 consists of six hundred and three (603) separate pieces in total along with the non-visible central three-dimensional solid cross that supports the cube, the same number of pieces as in the cubic logic toy 10.

[0190] It is suggested that the construction material for the solid parts can be mainly plastic of good quality, while for N=10 and N=11 it could be replaced by aluminum.

[0191] Finally, we should mention that up to cubic logic toy No 7 we do not expect to face problems of wear of the separate pieces due to speed cubing.

[0192] The possible wear problems of the corner pieces, which are mainly worn out the most during speed cubing, for the cubes No 8 to No 11, can be dealt with, if during the construction of the corner pieces, their conical sphenoïd parts are reinforced with a suitable metal bar, which will follow the direction of the cube’s diagonal. This bar will start from the lower spherical part, along the diagonal of the cube and it will stop at the highest cubic part of the corner pieces.

[0193] Additionally, possible problems due to speed cubing for the cubes No 8 to No 11 may arise only because of the large number of the separate parts that these cubes are consisting of, said parts being 387 for the cubes No 8 and No 9, and 603 for the cubes No 10. These problems can only be dealt with by constructing the cubes in a very cautious way.

1. A cubic logic toy which has the shape of a normal geometric solid, substantially cubic, which has N layers per each direction of the three-dimensional, rectangular Cartesian coordinate system, whose centre coincides with the geometric centre of the solid, said layers consisting of smaller separate pieces, the sides of said pieces which form part of the solid’s external surface being substantially planar, said pieces being able to rotate in layers around the rectangular coordinate axes which pass through the centre of the solid’s external surfaces and are vertical to said external surfaces, the visible surfaces of said pieces being coloured or bearing shapes or letters or numbers, said cubic logic toy being characterised by the fact that:

for the configuration of the internal surfaces of all the separate smaller pieces of the solid, apart from the required planar surfaces and the required concentric spherical surfaces whose centre coincides with the geometric centre of the solid, a minimum number of 5 right conical surfaces per semi-axis of said Cartesian coordinate system are used, the axis of said right conical surfaces coinciding with the corresponding semi-axis of said Cartesian coordinate system

and for the first and innermost conical surface, if its apex coincides with the solid’s geometric centre, the generating angle \( \theta_i \) is greater than \( 54.73561032^\circ \) and if its apex moves to the negative part of the semi-axes the generating angle can be slightly less than \( 54.73561032^\circ \), whereas for the following conical surfaces their generating angles are gradually increased, \( \phi_1 > \phi_2 > \ldots > \phi_N \), so that when \( N=2k \) the resultant solid has an even number of \( N \) visible to the user layers per direction, plus one additional layer, the intermediate layer in each direction, which is not visible to the toy user, whereas when \( N=2k+1 \), then the resultant solid has an odd number of \( N \) layers per direction, all visible to the toy user,

the use of said conical surfaces constituting the innovation and the improvement in this toy construction, and resulting in the fact that all the smaller separate pieces which form the final solid are self-contained, extend to the appropriate depth in the interior of the solid, depending on their position and the layer they belong to, each of said pieces consisting of three discernible separate parts of which

the first part, which lies towards the solid’s surface is substantially cubic and is spherically cut when it is not visible to the user, the intermediate second part has a conical sphenoïd shape, pointing substantially towards the geometric centre of the solid, its cross-section, when sectioned by spheres concentric with the geometric centre of the solid, being either similar in shape along the entire length of said conical sphenoïd part, or different from part to part of its length, said cross-sections’ shape, however, being either that of an equilateral spherical triangle or that of an isosceles spherical trapezium or that of a spherical quadrilateral or, more precisely, that of any triangle or trapezium or quadrilateral on a sphere, the faces of said intermediate conical sphenoïd part being delimited either by conical or spherical or planar surfaces, and the innermost third part of each piece is a part of a sphere or of a spherical shell delimited appropriately by planar and conical
surfaces, said third part being delimited by a cylindrical surface only when it comes to the six caps of the solid, the shaping of said smaller separate pieces being such as to create on them recesses-protrusions, whereby each piece is intercoupled and supported by its neighbouring pieces, said recesses-protrusions being such as to create, at the same time, general spherical recesses-protrusions between adjacent layers, the maximum number of said spherical recesses-protrusions being two, when the stability of the construction requires it, in this latter case the number of the concentric spherical surfaces as well as of the conical surfaces being increased as necessary, said recesses-protrusions on the one hand protecting the separate pieces and the layers from being dismantled, and on the other hand guiding said pieces and layers during rotation, the edges of each of the said separate pieces, whether linear or curved, having been appropriately rounded, all the separate pieces which form the solid are held together by the six caps of the solid, i.e. the central pieces of each face of the final solid, said caps being either non-visible or visible to the user, each cap having a suitable cylindrical hole, coaxial with the semi-axes of the Cartesian coordinate system, one supporting screw, optionally surrounded by a suitable spring, passing through each of said cylindrical holes, said holes, when the cap is visible to the user, being covered with a flat plastic piece after being steadily screwed to the corresponding cylindrical legs of the non-visible central three-dimensional solid supporting cross, said cross supporting the cube and being located at the centre of the logic toy’s solid.

2. The cubic logic toy, according to claim 1, said toy’s final solid having a cubic shape, with, N=2 visible layers per direction plus one more layer, the intermediate layer in direction, non-visible to the user, said toy being characterised by the fact that

for the configuration of the internal surfaces of its smaller separate pieces, apart from the required planar and spherical surfaces, one cone (κ=1) per semi-axis of the aforementioned three-dimensional, rectangular, Cartesian coordinate system is used, said toy consisting, apart from the non-visible, central, three-dimensional solid supporting cross, of twenty six (26) more separate pieces, eight (8) of which are visible, whereas the other eighteen (18) are non-visible to the user.

3. The cubic logic toy, according to claim 1, said toy’s final solid having a cubic shape, with N=3 visible layers per direction, said toy being characterised by the fact that

for the configuration of the internal surfaces of its smaller separate pieces, apart from the required planar and spherical surfaces, one cone (κ=1) per semi-axis of the aforementioned three-dimensional, rectangular, Cartesian coordinate system is used, said toy consisting, apart from the non-visible, central, three-dimensional solid supporting cross, of twenty six (26) more separate pieces, which are all visible to the toy user.

4. The cubic logic toy, according to claim 1, said toy’s final solid having a cubic shape, with N=4 visible layers per direction, plus one more layer, the intermediate layer per direction, non-visible to the user, said toy being characterised by the fact that

for the configuration of the internal surfaces of its smaller separate pieces, apart from the required planar and spherical surfaces, two cones (κ=2) per semi-axis of the aforementioned three-dimensional, rectangular, Cartesian coordinate system are used, said toy consisting, apart from the non-visible, central, three-dimensional solid supporting cross, of ninety eight (98) more separate pieces, fifty six (56) of which are visible, whereas the other forty two (42) are non-visible to the user.

5. The cubic logic toy, according to claim 1, said toy’s final solid having a cubic shape, with N=5 visible layers per direction, said toy being characterised by the fact that

for the configuration of the internal surfaces of its smaller separate pieces, apart from the required planar and spherical surfaces, two cones (κ=2) per semi-axis of the aforementioned three-dimensional, rectangular, Cartesian coordinate system are used, said toy consisting, apart from the non-visible, central, three-dimensional solid supporting cross, of ninety eight (98) more separate pieces, which are all visible to the toy user.

6. The cubic logic toy, according to claim 1, said toy’s final solid having a cubic shape, with N=6 visible layers per direction plus one more layer, the intermediate layer per direction, which is not visible to the user, said toy being characterized by the fact that

for the configuration of the internal surfaces of its smaller separate pieces, apart from the required planar and spherical surfaces, three cones (κ=3) per semi-axis of the aforementioned three-dimensional, rectangular, Cartesian coordinate system are used, said toy consisting, apart from the non-visible, central, three-dimensional solid supporting cross, of two hundred and eighteen (218) more separate pieces, a hundred and fifty two (152) of which are visible, whereas the other sixty six (66) pieces are non-visible to the toy user.

7. The cubic logic toy, according to claim 1, said toy’s final solid having a substantially cubic shape, its faces consisting of parts of spherical surfaces of long radius, with N=6 visible layers per direction plus one more layer, the intermediate layer per direction, which is non-visible to the user, said toy being characterized by the fact that

for the configuration of the internal surfaces of its smaller separate pieces, apart from the required planar and spherical surfaces, three cones (κ=3) per semi-axis of the aforementioned three-dimensional, rectangular, Cartesian coordinate system are used, said toy consisting, apart from the non-visible, central, three-dimensional solid supporting cross, of two hundred and eighteen (218) more separate pieces, a hundred and fifty two (152) of which are visible, whereas the other sixty six (66) pieces are non-visible to the toy user.

8. The cubic logic toy, according to claim 1, said toy’s final solid having a substantially cubic shape, its faces consisting of parts of spherical surfaces of long radius, with N=7 visible layers per direction, said toy being characterized by the fact that

for the configuration of the internal surfaces of its smaller separate pieces, apart from the required planar and spherical surfaces, three cones (κ=3) per semi-axis of the aforementioned three-dimensional, rectangular, Cartesian coordinate system are used, said toy consisting, apart from the non-visible, central, three-dimen-
sional solid supporting cross, of two hundred and eighteen (218) more pieces, which are all visible to the toy user.

9. The cubic logic toy, according to claim 1, said toy’s final solid having a substantially cubic shape, its faces consisting of parts of spherical surfaces of long radius, with N=8 visible layers per direction, plus one more layer, the intermediate layer per direction, which is non-visible to the user, said toy being characterized by the fact that

for the configuration of the internal surfaces of its smaller, separate pieces, apart from the required planar and spherical surfaces, four cones (κ=4) per semi-axis of the aforementioned three-dimensional, rectangular, Cartesian coordinate system are used, said toy consisting, apart from the non-visible, central, three-dimensional solid supporting cross, of three hundred and eighty six (386) more pieces, two hundred and ninety six (296) of which are visible, whereas the other ninety (90) pieces are non-visible to the user.

10. The cubic logic toy, according to claim 1, said toy’s final solid having a substantially cubic shape, its faces consisting of parts of spherical surfaces of long radius, with N=9 visible layers per direction, said toy being characterized by the fact that

for the configuration of the internal surfaces of its smaller, separate pieces, apart from the required planar and spherical surfaces, four cones (κ=4) per semi-axis of the aforementioned three-dimensional, rectangular, Cartesian coordinate system are used, said toy consisting, apart from the non-visible, central, three-dimensional solid supporting cross, of three hundred and eighty six (386) more pieces, which are all visible to the toy user.

11. The cubic logic toy, according to claim 1, said toy’s final solid having a substantially cubic shape, its faces consisting of parts of spherical surfaces of long radius, with N=10 visible layers per direction, plus one more layer, the intermediate layer per direction, which is non-visible to the user, said toy being characterized by the fact that

for the configuration of the internal surfaces of its smaller separate pieces, apart from the required planar and spherical surfaces, five cones (κ=5) per semi-axis of the aforementioned three-dimensional, rectangular, Cartesian coordinate system are used, said toy consisting, apart from the non-visible, central, three-dimensional solid supporting cross, of six hundred and two (602) pieces, four hundred and eighty eight (488) of which are visible, whereas the other one hundred and fourteen (114) pieces are non-visible to the toy user.

12. The cubic logic toy, according to claim 1, said toy’s final solid having a substantially cubic shape, its faces consisting of parts of spherical surfaces of long radius, with N=11 visible layers per direction, said toy being characterized by the fact that

for the configuration of the internal surfaces of its smaller separate pieces, apart from the required planar and spherical surfaces, five cones (κ=5) per semi-axis of the aforementioned three-dimensional, rectangular, Cartesian coordinate system are used, said toy consisting, apart from the non-visible, central, three-dimensional solid supporting cross, of six hundred and two (602) more separate pieces, which are all visible to the toy user.

* * * * *